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Let K,, be the complete graph with vertex set {u,, u2,. . . , u,,) and let g = (gl, . . . , g,,) be a 
sequence of positive integers. Color each edge of this K, red or blue. In this paper necessary 
and sufficient conditions are given which guarantee the existence of a connected span&g 
subgraph F in K,, (as colored) with both red degree and blue degree in F at vertex Ui eqa$ to 
gi. When each & = 1 this answers a question of Erdiis proved in this special case in [I]. 
1. Intmdnhn and deiinitiom 
All giaphs considered in this paper are finite, whose edges are bicolored with 
colors red r and blue b and are referred to as colored graphs only and the color of 
an edge ut) will be denoted by c(uv). In Bgnkfalvi and Biinkfalvi [l] the following 
problem of Erd8s was solved. Characterize the colored complete graphs in which 
there exists an alternating red-blue hamiltonian cycle. In this paper we solve the 
following generalization of the above problem and deduce the results of Cl]: 
Given a sequence (fi, . . . , f,) of length n o even positive integers, characterize f 
the colored complete graphs K, of order n with vertex set {u,, . . . , u,} in which 
there exists a connected spanning subgraph F such that for every i, 16 i s n, the 
number of red edges of F incident at Ui is equal to the number of blue edges of I” 
incident at Ui and each is equal to ‘Jim The problem of Erdiis mentioned above is a 
particular case of this problem with fi = 2 for every i, 1~ i G n. The method of 
proof uses the theory of alternating chains and is a generalization of the proof 
technique in [l] and Rao and Rao [7]. For results regarding the existence of 
hamiltonian cycles having adjacent edges with Merent colors in k-colorations, 
satisfying some degree constraints, of the edges of the complete graphs, the reader 
is referred to the recent papers of Daykin [SJ, Chen and Daykin [3]. For some 
related problems and results we refer to Chen, Daykin and Erdcs [4] and also to 
the unsolved problem 2 of the book mentioned in [4J. 
‘Pertinent definitions are given below; for definitions not given and notation not 
explained here the reader is referred to Bondy and Murty [2]. 
A colored graph G is said to be equitably colored if for every vertex 2) E V(G), 
the vertex set of G, the number of red edges in G incident at v, called the ted 
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degree of u in G and denoted by r&), is equal to the blue degree of u in G 
denoted by bo (u). An f-factor F of a given colored K,,, where f = cfl, . . . , fi,) is a 
sequence of positive integers, is a spanning subgraph of K,, such that /F(Vi)+ 
I+( 0, ) = fi for every i, 1 s i c n ; and the f-factor F is said to be an equitably 
colored f-factor if F is equitably colored: which then implies that fi is an even 
positive integer and IF(t = bF(Ui) = $fi for every i, 1 s i s n. 
An eulerian closed trail El = x,x2 l 9 l x2&x1 (where x1, . . . , xzw are the vertices 
occurring in the trail) in a colored graph G is said to be an alternating eukriun 
trail if the edges x1x2, x2x3,. . . , xzpxi in Et in this ordering are alternately red 
and blue; further, if V(G) = {II,, . . . , u,,}, the sequence (fi, . . ..f.), where A= 
rci( ci ) + bCi( vi), 1 s i s n, is called the degree sequence of G and also of the 
alternating eulerian trail E,. The classes of E,, by definition, are the vertex sets 
A, =(x,.x.~,.. . ,x2,: and B, =(x2,x+. . ., x2,}; note that A,, Bi need not be 
disjoint. For arbitrary integer j we mean by 3 the vertex 4 of E, where 1 s i s 24~ 
and i = j (mod 2~). 
The edges of K, with one end vertex in A and the other end vertex in B are 
referred to as A&edges. where A. B are subsets of V(K,,). If E, is an alternating 
eulerian trail of a subgraph C, of a colored Kn and C2 is another subgraph of this 
K, with WC,) (3 V(C,) = 8. then we define the symbol C, ---* C2 if all A1 V(C,)- 
edges are of the same color and all B, V(C2)-edges are of the other color where 
f\ l. B, are the classes of E, ; in particular then A 1 n B1 = $4 and Ci is a bipartite 
graph with the bipartition A,, B,. -(C, * C2) denotes the negation of (C, + C,). 
A red (respectively, blue) exchangeuble trail T with respect o a subgraph F of a 
colored K, is a closed trail T of even length in K,, whose edges are all red 
(respectkly, bluej and which alternately belong to E(F) and E(K,,)-E(F). A 
coloration of K, is said to be a self-compZementurv coloration if the red subgraph 
of K,, with vertex set V( K,) is isomorphic to the blue subgraph of K,, ; in that case 
n 4) or 1 (mi,d 4). 
If E, = XIX?. ” * x, and EZ= y,y2 - l * yr are two chains in a graph G with x, = y,, 
the II the covzatenation denoted by E, + E2 denotes the chain El + E2 = 
x, *** x,yz-• - y,; and the chain x~x~__~ - - l xl, obtained by reversing El, will be 
denoted by Ei ’ 
We start this section with the following lemma (proved earlier in Kotzig [6]) 
which characterizes colored graphs having alternating eulerian trails and is a basic 
tool in the proof oi the main theorem of this paper. The proof is omitted. 
Lemma 1. lf G is u colored G has all alternating trail 
only and is equitably 
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Now we state and prove, using the theory of aitemating chains, the main 
theorem of this paper which characterizes the colorations of K, having connected 
equitable colored f-factors where f - (fi, . . . , fn) is a given sequence of positive 
integers. 
Main llworem. Let K, be the complete graph with vertex set V(K,) = 
Iv 1, . . . , v,,) and each of its edges colored red or blue, and let f = (fi, f2., . . . , fn) be a 
fixed sequence of positiue integers. Let ri(bi) denote the red (blue) degree of vertex vi. 
Assume that rl 2 r2 % - l l a r,,. This graph as colored contains a connected equitable 
colored f-factor if and only if 
(a) each fl, is even and K,, has both red and blue #j = (if,, sf2, . . . , $Jn) factor, 
and 
(b) if nH , thzn for each pair of positive integers kl, k2 with kl + k2 s n -4, 
r n-k*’ rn+l-k2* bk,<bk,+l, arid c!L, h =cf2, fn+l-i, the following ineqUa!ity hokds: 
1 
i z bi+ k’ rn+l--j) k, k2- 
i-1 j=l 
(2.1) 
proof, To prove the necessity, let F be a connected equitably colored f-factor of 
the given colored K,,. Then by Lemma 1, F has an alternating eulerian trail 
T=x+* l l l x2~x1. Since F is eulerian each f;: is even. The red (respectively, blue) 
subgraph of F is a red (respectively, blue) if-factor of K,. Thus (a) holds. 
We now show that (2.1) holds for all positive integers kl, k2 with kl + k2s 
n - 4. Suppose there exist positive integers k,, k2 with kl + k2 s n - 4 for which 
(2.1) does not hold. Then let 
X ={ol, . . . , uk,}, y = o,+,-kp s . . 7 %) 
and 
2 = {V/Q+l, * * ’ , u,+~=V(K,)-!XU Y). 
Since kl + k2 s n -4, we have that X, Y, 2 are nonempty pairwise disjoint sets. 
Clearly, 
1 k2 
i G bi + r,, I_i 3 the number of XY-edges of K,, 
i=l j-1 
= klk2. (2.2) 
Since (2.1) does not hold, we have that ec -1ality holds in (2.2). This implies that 
any blue (respectively, red) edge with one end vertex in X (respectively, Y) has 
the other end vertex in Y (respectively, X). This further implies that all X2-edges 
are red and all YZ-edges are blue. We may suppose that x1 is in 2. Since T is 
eulerian there exists an integer i, 1 G i 6 2~, such that 4 E Z and &+I E XU Y. 
Without loss of generality assume that xi+ 1 E X. Since T is alternating, q+rxi+2 is 
blue and Xi +2Xi+3 is red; and therefore q+2 E Y and Xi+3E X; and a simple 
induction argument implies that the edge xzP x 1 has one end vertex in X and other 
end in Y contradicting the fact that x, E 2. This implies that (b) holds. 
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To prove the sticiency we proceed as follows: Out of all red g-factors FR and 
blue @-factors Fs of the given colored K, (one such pair exisis by condition (a)) 
choose one pair for which the number d of the connected components in the 
graph FR U FB is the minimum possible. Let Cl,. . . , Cd be the connected compo- 
nents in such an FR U FB = F, (say). Note that. FO is an equitably colored f-factor 
of K, and each Ci is an equitably colored graph and by Lemma 1 each G has an 
alternating eulerian trail. We shall prove that d = 1. First we prove several 
assertions regarding color Constraints on CiCi-edges and then complete the proof. 
Assertion 1. Thspre is no red (respectiuely, blue) exchangeable trail T with respect 
to F. such that iE( E(C’,)js 1 for every i, 1 s i sd. 
Suppose that the contrary holds. Then d > 1. Let F = F,A 7’; A being the 
symmetric difference of the edge sets of FO and T. Then F is an equitably colored 
f-factor since T is an fzxchangeable trail. Since each Ci is equitably colored by 
Lemma 1, Ci is eulerian and hence a 2-edge connected graph. By hypothesis it 
then follows that 6; has fewer components than FO, contradicting the selection of 
F,,. 
In particular, we have the following asserzion. 
Assertjon 2. There is no red (respectively, blue) exchangeable trail T of length 4, 
hitherto referred to as a quadrangle, with respect o FO with IE(T) n E(C,)I s 1, 
N&d. 
Assetion 3. lf i f k, with 1 s i, k s d, and -( Ci ---* Ck ) and -(Ck + Ci), then 
each class of Ci (respectiuely, Ck) is joined in both colors to at least one class of Ck 
( respecfive!y, Cz ). 
Suppose that the contrary holds. Without loss of generality assume that i = 1 
and k -2. Let El, Ez be alternating eulerian trails in Cl, C2 respectively. We may 
assume that for some class of C1, Al (say) all AlA,-edges are of the same color 
red (say) and A, &edges are of the same color; where AZ, B2 are the classes of 
E2. !f A, &-edges are red, then Al V( Q-edges are red and by Assertion 2 and 
tl.: Iact that El, E2 are alternating eulerian d~ils, it follows that BJ(C&edges 
are blue implying that C, + C2. If A&-edges are blue, then AZ n B2 = 8 and by 
Assertion 2 we have that &AZ-edges are red and B&edges are blue. and this 
implies that Cz --, C,. 
Assertion 4. If ifk, &ii, ksd, -(Ci+Ck) and N(Ck+Ci) and &= 
x1x2 l l * x&q, Ek = ylyT l l 9 y2”yl are alternating eulerian trails in Ci, Ck with 
respect o which the classes of Ci, Ck are defined, then there exists an alternating 
euletian trail EE = z1 z2 l 8 9 z2~z1 of Ck with (Ak, Bk} = {A$, BE} and having the 
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same cycles as that & such that the folbwirzg color restrictions hold: 
For every integer j, all the edges 
x 1 +2jx2+2j9 z1+2jz2+2j9 x1+2jz1+2j and z2jX2+2j9 
have the same color and all the edges 
x2jx1+=2j9 22jz1+2jv x2jz2j and z l+2jx3+2j9 
have the other color. 
(2.3) 
C3,4) 
Without loss of generality assume that i = 1, k = 2 and c(xlx2) is red. By 
Assertion 3, A1 is joined in both colors to at least one of A2, B2. If Al is joined in 
both colors to A,, then let y: = yS and in the other case let y: = Y~+~; and define 
E’,=y’ly$- 9 y&,yi. Then Al is joined in both colors to A$ and {A$, E&l= 
(AZ, &.I* Let yL+lX2m+l be red. If y$l+,~&+~ is red, then let y’s’= Y:+,~ and in the 
other case let yi = Y$~+~__~; and further define E!j = y;yz l . 9 yl;yyl;. Then yl;xltlm is 
red and As = A$, B$ = I?; and since Eg is an alternating eulerian trail of G2 we 
have, for every integer i that 
y;)+2iy);+2j is red and ygj + y;)+zj is blue. (2.5) 
Then by Assertion 2 it follows that y$~~+~,,, is blue, y$~~+~,” is red and so on 
implying, by induction, that for every nonnegative integer r, 
Y :+2r%+2m+2r is red and yz&2m+2r is blue. (2.6) 
But for each negative integer E there is an even integer k such that 0 s r = 
kp l v+s and this implies by (2.6) that yy+2~1+2m+2r = y~+2s~1+2m+2S is red and 
yGSxzm+2S is blue. Therefore for every integer r (2.6) holds. Thus, in particular, 
each vertex of A; is joined in red to at least one vcriex of A 1. As A$ = As is 
joined in both colors to AI, there exists a positive integer p such that Y;)+~~ is 
joined in both colors to AI. Consikring the edges y!:+Zp~1+2r, r = 0 1,2, . . . y we 
see that there exists an integer t such that Y);+~+~ c2t is red and y;1+2Px3+21 is blue. 
Then, by Assertion 2. it follows that for every nonnegative integer r, the edges 
Y 7+2p+2~la2t+2r9 &,-2~2+2~-~~ =e red and Y &+~P~~+~~, Y 1;1+2p-2~3+~t-~r we blue; 
and then as in rhe proof of (2.6) for every r, it can be proved that for every r, the 
edges 
I 
Y 1+2p+2J1+21+2n Y &+2$2+21+2r are l-cd 
(2.7) 
Y ;p++2*+2n Y ;+2p+2rX3+21+2r are blue. 
In particular when r = -t we get that the edge y;+2p_2r~1 is red and ~~+2~-.2~~3 is 
blue. Define 
2, = yt+2p-2* and ET = zlz2 9 l l z2”z1. 
Then AZ = A.I; and Bz = B& Ez and E2 have :he same cycles and further by (2.5), 
(2.6) for every r and by (2.7) it follows that (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied, 
completing the proof of the assertion. 
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We now state and prove the crucial assertion we need in the proof of the Main 
Theorem. 
ASSdQn 5. For evev i, i, With 1 S i <i S d. either G -+ Ci Or Cj 3 Ci. 
Suppose that the assertion is false and without loss of generality assume that 
.- r- 1, i - 2. Let El, E2 be alternating eulerian trails in C1, C2, respectively with 
respect to which the classes are defined. We consider two cases. c 
Case I: There is an altema ting cycle in either E, or EzI 
Wzhout loss of generality let x1x2 l l l x2p1 be an alternating cycle with x1x2 red 
and assume that it is in El and let El =x1x2 . - l x2pl = x21+l~2i+2 9l l x2&x1. Let 
E2= y,y2”’ y,,y,. We consider two subcases. 
Subcase I. 1: v s 2. By Assertion 4 there exists an alternating eulerian trail 
ET=z,zz... z2”zl in C, with color restrictions stated therein. Then 
T,=z 1+2jX3+2jXZ+ZjZ2+2jf3+2jv os+v-1, 
is a blue path with edges alternately from E(K,)- E(F,) and E(F,). Let T = 
xP:(t Ti. Since us 1 and x1, . . . , x219 are distinct vertices, we have that T is a blue 
exchangeable trail with respect to Fo, (note that z~,,+~ = zl); and consequently 
F = &A T is an equitably colored f-factor in which C3, . . . , Cd are unaltered (if 
d 2 3). Further, 
( 
v 1 
C( ‘1 +2~X2+2jz2+2jzl+2jX3+2j +x 2v+ 1 x2,*+2 - l l X2&) 
j -0 9 ( 
is a connected subgraph of F which contains all the vertices of Cl and CX. This 
implies that F has fewer components than Fr,. contradicting the minimality of d. 
Subcase 1.2: 1-c v. By AssertIon 3, Al is joined in both colors to at least one 
of .42, B2, we may assume that it is A2 (by relabeling E2 if necessary) and 
y, +ziy2+2, is red (by considering E;‘, if necessary). Now suppose that x~+~~Y~+: , is 
red. Then as in the proof of (2.6) for every r we have that xI+21+2ryl+2m+2r is red. 
Hence each vertex of Al is joined in red to at least one vertex of A2. Therefore, 
there exists an integer p such that x1+2P is joined in blue also to a vertex of A2. 
“onsidering the edges x1+2py1+2r, r =0, 1,2,. , . , it is clear that there exists an 
inteb*‘r 4 such that x1+2Pyl+2q is red and x 1+LPy3 _2q is blue. Then as in the proof of 
(2.7) we get for every r that ~~~~~~~~~~ t2a+Zr i$; red and x1 +2p+2ry3+2q+2r is blue. 
This implies, for every integer s, that we have 
XltrsYl+2~q-p~+2s is red and x~+~~Y_~, 7,q_-D)+2s is blue. . 
By Assertion 2, we get for every integer s 
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Let r = 2(q - p). Then 
1-l 
T=C(x 1+2jYr+3+2jYr+2+2jx2+2jX3+2j 9 ) 
j=O 
is a blue exchangeable trail with respect to Fo, since 1 c v and x1, . . . , xzI are all 
distinct (note that x2z+1 =x1). Let F - F. A, T’. Then F is an equitably colored 
f-factor in which the components C,, . . . , Cd (if da 3) are unaltered. Further, 
1-l 
C( Y r+2+2jX2+2jX1+2jY r+3+2jY r-k4+2j) + (Y r+21+2Y r+21+3 ’ ’ l Y2yY lY2 l l l Yr+*) i_o 
and (x~+~x21+2 l l . x~~xJ, (note x21+~ = x1) are connected s;lbgraphs of F having 
the vertex x1 in common and together contain all the vertices of C1 and C2. This 
implies that F has fewer components than Fo, a contradiction. 
Case II. Neither El nor E2 has aat alternating cycle. 
Let k be the minimum integ er such that there is a cycle C, (say), of length k in 
either El or Ea. Note that k is well defined and since we are in Case II, 
k - 2m + 1s 3. Without loss of generality assume that C = x1x2 l l l x~,,,+~x~ is in 
&=x1x2=* 9 xzpxl where x~,,,+~ =x1 and x1x2 is red, a consequence of which is 
that x~x~,,,+~ is also red. By Assertion 4 there exists an alternating eulerian circuit 
E;=zlz2-- zz,zl in C2 satisfying the color and cycle restrictions tated therein. 
Define I* to be the smallest positive integer such that z~*+~ E{z~, z2,. . . , zp}. By 
the selection of k, I* we have that Z* 3 k. \ 
We Grst prove 
edge X2Z2j is blue for 1 G +[#*I. (2.8) 
By Assertion 4 we already have that x2z2 is blue. Suppose then that for some j 
with 2 ~j G [iI*], the edge XzZzj is red. Let p be the smallest such ja2. Let 
e1 =x1x2, e2 = x2P-1x2P. If e, = e2, then xl = x2P_l and x2 = x2P and by (2.3) x2+-2 
is red contradicting the minimality of p. So e, # e2. Using (2.3), (2.4), the fact that 
x2z2p-2 is blue and Assertion 2 repeatedly we get that x2+~2~Lv_1~z2p-~+~~~v-~~ = 
~1~2~-3 and z2P_2x2P are red. Therefore 
?‘= (~1~2p-3~2,-2~2p~2,-lr2p-1~2p~2~1) 
is a red exchangeable trail with respect to F. as the vertices ~2~--3, . . . , zzp are 
distinct. So F = F. A 7’ is an equitably colored f-factor in which 
(X1X2,X2,-I ’ l l X2p~2p-2~2,-1X2,-1~2p-2 ’ l ’ X222pZ2p+l l l n ~2&1~2 l l * zZp-3xI) 
is a connected subgraph of F containing all the vertices of C1 and C2, a 
contradiction. Therefore (2.8) holds. 
Then, by Assertion 2, we get successively for i = 3,4, . . . , I* that whenever 
iGi+2j<I*, 
edge XiZi+zj is 
blue if i is even, 
red if i is odd. 
(2.9) 
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Also (2.8), (2.3), (2.4) and repeated use of Assertion 2 imply that the edge 
X2+(2~.“-1)Ztii(2Cr”-l) =x~z~~__~ is red whenever 1 ~j~[$l”], i.e. 
edge x 1 z 1 +2, is red whenever 1~1+2j~I*-I. (2. IO) 
Now we consider two subcases. 
Subcase II.1: I* is odd. Let I* = 2r t 1. Then by the minimality of k, m S r. 
Also as there are no alternating cyk , equivalently even cycles, in E2 and hence 
in ET. we have that x1*+ 1 = z2p+l for some integer p 3 0. This means that the edge 
f2r+lZ??Yz =&+lZZp+l is red. Therefore by (2.9) and (2.10), T= 
(X,X2m+lZ2r+lZZp+l 1 x ) is a red quadrangle with respect to FO, contradicting Asser- 
tion 2. 
Subcase 11.2: I* is euen. Let I* = 2r. By the minimality of k, 2m + 1 G t2r. 
Then zZr+, = zZP for some integer p, 1 S-p G r - 1; and as there are no alternating 
cycles in ET, p a 1. this means that z2r~2p is blue. By Assertion 2, with the cycle 
(z~z~x,x~~,+~z~) we have 
edge z2xZn, +, is blue. (2.11) 
If p = 1. then by (2.9) and the fact that 2m + 3 6 2r, (z~~z~x~,,,+~x~,,,z~~) is a blue 
quadrangle with respect to F,. contradicting Assertion 2. Thus we may assume 
that p> 1. Observe that in 
k > 5, then by 
(2.3), (2.4) and (2.9) it follows that 
-if = (W2,WsW2X2,,+ IXZ,,,Ztr) 
is a blue exchangeable trail with respect o F,,. Let F = F,.5 T. Then the alternat- 
ing chain in F, namely 
. . 
‘X2,,, + lf2Z 1 Z2J2v- I . * * f2r+ 1 = +JZp+lZ2p+2 l . l Z2r) 
contains all the vertices of C, and C2 implying that F has fewer components than 
F,,, a contradiction. Thus we may assume that p > 1 and k 6 5. 
Now ab p 2 2, so I* + 1 = 2r+ 122(p + 1) + 127. Hence by (2.8) and (2.9) 
XZzZrr XjZZr and x6zZr arc blue. (2.12) 
Al~o as x,z~~__~ is red by (2.10) and uGng (2.3) and Assertion 2 on 
(X,2& IzZ,xz), we get 
. 
zZrux2 = zZr + ,x2 IS blue. (2.13) 
If. moreover, k = 2m + 1 = 3 t.hen z2x3 is blue by (2.11) and so by (2.4), (2.12) 
and (2.13) we h~c hat T = (z2 r+ 1~2~3~2z3~5~4~2r~ is a blue exchangeable trail 
witn respect to F,, since t,, . . . , zZr are all distinct vertices and ~2x3 #x5x4 since 
x, = s,. Let F = &A T. Then F is an equitably colored f-factor and 
(z 2t+ 1 x271x2~x2~--1 * ’ ’ x52324 l l ’ z2$2p+l l ’ l z2&4X3f2zlZ2vZ2v-l ’ l ’ Z2r+l) 
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is an alternating chain in F including all the vertices of C1 and Cz and as above we 
get a contradiction. 
Thus we have proved that p 3 2 and k = 2m + I- 5. This implies, by (2.1 l), that 
z2xs is blue and hence, using (2.3), (2.4) and Assertion 2 first on (z3z2x5xJ we get 
that z3x4 is red and then on (zqz3x4x3) we get 
z4x3 is blue. (2.14) 
If p = 2, then ~2~~4 is blue as z4 = tzp = .zZ~+~. SO by (2.4), (2.12) an’d (2.14) we 
see that (z2&$& is a blue quadrangle contradicting Assertion 2. So p > 3. Then 
by (2.4), (2.12), (2.13) and (2,14) we get 
is a blue exchangeable trail with respect to FO since zl, . . . ) zxr are all distinct 
vertices and X2X3 # x6x7 since x6 = X1. 
Let F = F, A T. Then F is an equitably colored f-factor in which 
(x,x2,x2,-1 l ’ ’ x725&j l l l Z2~6XSX4X3~4z3~2~lZ2~~2~-l l l l Zlr+l = z2px2xl) 
is a connected subgraph of F containing all the vertices of Ci and C2, and as 
above we get a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Assertion 5. 
Define a directed graph D whose vertex set is V(D) = (Cl,. . . , C,} and whose 
arc set is E(D) = {(Ci, Ci): 1 s if i 6 d and Ci -+ Ci). 
Asser8bn 6. D is a tournament without any cyclic triples. 
That D is a tournament follows from Assertion 5 and the fact that both Ci + Cj 
and Ci + Ci cannot hold. Let, if possible, (CiqCkCi) be a cyclic triple in D. 
Without loss of generality assume that i = 1, i = 2 and k = 3. Let xllx12, x21x22 
and x31x32 be red edges of Cl, C2 az?d C;, respectively such that Xi1 is joined in 
red to all vertices of V(Ci+l) where the sufBx i + 1 is to be taken modulo 3. Then 
T = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is a red exchangeable trail with respect o FO satisfying 
the condition of Assertion 1, contradicting its conclusion, this completes the proof 
of the assertion. 
Assertion 6 implies that D is a transitively oriented tournament. So there exists 
a vertex of D; say Cl, such that C, + C’i, for every i, 2s i Ed. Let 2 = 
iJfz2 V(Ci). 
Assertion 7. All the A&edges are of the same color and all B&edges are of the 
other color. 
Suppose that the contrary holds and without loss of generality assume that 
A 1 V( C’,)-edges are red and AI V(C3)-edges are blue and C2 -+ C3 with A2V(C3)- 
edges red. Then since Cl + C3, &V(C,)-edges are red. Let q1q2, 16 i s 3, 
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be a red edge of Ci with X+rEAi and &zEBi, l~i~3. Then T= 
(x,lx22xz1x32x31x12x.11) is a red exchangeable trail with respect to FO satisfying the 
condition of Assertion 1, a contradiction. 
Let IAll-k, and IBll=K2. Then since cl’22 and AIUB,=V(C1) it follows 
that k,+k+n -4. Assume further tbat A J-edges are red; 
rhsserr;ion 8. There exists Q blue A ,A, -edge or a red BIB ,-edge (such an edge is 
not in FO as Al n B1 = 8). 
Suppose that this is not true. Then 
every blue (resp. red) edge with one end vertex in AI (resp. B,) 
has the other end in B, (resp. A,) (2.15) 
Let ILEA,, UEZ, WEB,. Then 
r(u)=r&.+k,--l+n-k,--k2=n-k2-1, 
and 
r(t’)=r&)~n-k, -k,-2+k,=n--kz-2, 
since there is at least one Z&blue edge at 2’. Therefore r(u) <: r(u). Alss since 
kl+k+n -4. r(w)=rKJw)sklsn - k2-2-=:r(u). Therefore At ={Q,. . . , Q,) 
and rk, ’ rk,+ Iv and since ri + bi = n - 1, it follows that !I~, < IP~,+$. Similarly we get 
that B1 +,,+, k29 &+2-kz9.. . , v,}, bn+l-k2>b,-k, and rn-kz~rn+l-kZ~ Since Cl is a 
bipartite graph with the bipartition A,, B,, we have also that CFz.,fi =C;Z,#~+,+. 
Then by (2. IS) it follows that 
I k: 
i c b, + rn+l i=klkzq 
I -I i I 
contradicting condition (b) of the Main Theorem (see (2.1)). 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of the Main Theorem. By Assertion 8, 
wc may without loss of generality assume that x,xzP+, is a blue edge for some 
positive integer p where x1 EA,. Note that x~x~~+,~!F~,. Let E, =x1x2 l - - x2*x1 
and Ez=y,y,... y2”yl be alternating eulerian trails in C1 and C2 respectively, 
with the edges x1x2, y,y, blue. Then T=~,x~~+~x~~+~y~y~x~x~, is a blue ex- 
changeable trail with respect o F,,. Let F = &,A 7’. Then F is an equitably colored 
f-factor in which C3, . . . , Cd are unaltered and 
s = x1x2,+ lX2p * * l x2y2y3 l l l Y2vYlX2p ‘2X2p+3 ’ l - x21+x1 
is a .-d)nnected subgraph of F containing all the vertices of C, and C2. This implies 
that F hss ~1 lLWver components than $, a contr:tdiction. 0 
From the above theorem we have the folloGng corollary. 
CoroUary 2. Under the notation of the Main Theorem, the colored complete graph 
K, contains a connected equitable colored %-ftzctor, where % = (2s, . . . ,2s) is of 
Al&mating eulerian trails 
kngth n and s is a positive integer, if and only if condition (a) of the Main T’heomm 
and condition (C.l) below are sati@ed: 
(C. 1) If n 2 7, then for every positive integer k G $(n - 4) we have 
i bi+ i rn+l-j>k2. 
i=l j=l 
Proof. We need only note that (C.l) implies condition (b) of the Main Theorem 
and that the necessity of (C.l) has been established in the proof of the necessity of 
the Main Theorem. 
l@mvk 3. It may be remarked that a connected equitably colored 2-factor of the 
given colored K, is an alternating hamiltonian cycle and therefore conditions (a) 
and (C.l) of Corollary 2 are necessary and sufficient for the existence of an 
alternating hamiltonian cycle in the colored Km, a result proved earlier by 
Bankfalvi and Bdnkfalvi [l] answering a problem of Erdiis. 
We further deduce the following corollary for self-comalement. ry colorations 
of K,,. To this end, we need the definition of a particular self-complementary 
coloration of KdN, denoted by K&. Let V(K,,) ={vl, . . . , v&. For distinct i, j, 
the edge ViVj is colored red if and only if 1 G i < j s 2N; or 1 G i s N and 
2N+l~j~3N;orN+l~i~2Nand3N+l~j~4N;andalltheotheredgesof 
KdN are colored blue. It is easy to check that the permutation G of V(K,,), 
namely 
o=(v,v _ 2’11-1 1~N+1v3N+1~2~~2N+2~N+2v3N+2 ’ ’ l vNv3Nv2Nv4N 
is an isomorphism from the red subgraph onto the blue subgraph of KfN and 
therefore KtN is a self-complementary coloration of K4N. 
Cor~lUry 4. Given a self-complementary coloration of K,,, n 2 8, diflerent from 
&&, then under the notation of t+& Main Theorem, the following are equivalent: 
(1) For every k <$(n-4) with rk >rk+l, 
ig ri<k(n-k-d)+ i r,,+l+ . 
j=l 
(2.16) 
(2) Tite red subgraph (or the blue subgraph) of K,., has a hamiltonian cycle. 
(3) The given colored K,, has a connected equitably colored a-factor, where 
4=(4,... ,4) is of length n. 
Further if n = 0 (mod 4), then (l), (2), (3) and (4) given below are equivalent. 
(4) The given colored K, has an alternating hamiltonian cycle. 
(Also for KtN (N Z= 2), (1), (3) and (4) hold). 
Proof. That (1) imples (2) follows from the Main Theorem B of Rao [o]. To 
prove that (2) implies (3), let C be a red hamiltonian cycle in K,l. Then a(C) 
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where u is an isomorpbism of the red subgraph of K,, onto the blue subgraph is a 
blue hamiltonian cycle. This implies that C U a(C) is a connected equitably 
colored q-factor of the given colored I&. That (3) implies (1) follows from (,2. i) of 
the Main Theorem of this paper and kte facts that in any self-complementary 
coloration ri == b,+ 1-i and ri + bi = n - 1, 1 G i G n. TO prove the equivalence of (l), 
(2), (3) and (4) when n =O (mod 4), we shall prove that (1) and (4) are equivalent. 
Already we know that (4) implies condition (b) of the Main Theorem for 
f=(2,..., 2), of length n, which proves that (1) holds since the coloratLin is 
self-complementary. To prove that (1) implies (4), we observe that (1) implies (2) 
and therefore the red subgraph (or the blue subgraph) of K,, has a red (blue) 
hamiltonian cycle and since the coloration is self-complementary, the blue sub- 
graph also has a hamiltonian cycle. Since n = 0 (mod 4), so the red (resp. blue) 
subgraph has a l-factor and hence condition (a) of the Main Theorem is satisfied 
with f = (2. . . . . ?‘\ o f length rt. Also, since we have a self-complementary coiora- 
tier,. (2.15) 391 i-1, t”s that condition (b) of the Main Theorem holds. Hence by the 
Maiil Theorcp t?rz given colored K, has an alternating hamiltonian cycle. 0 
We conject ulTc=. that the following are necessary and sufhcient conditions for the 
existence of z connected equitably colored %-factor, where % = (2s, . . . ,2s) is of 
length n, in self-complementary colorations of K,, where n =O or 1 (mod 4) 
(under the notation of the Main Theorem). 
(1) (rI-s,...,r” -s) is a graphic degree sequence. 
(2) For every k <i(n-4) with rk>rk+,, 
i ri <k(?l-k- l)+ f rn+,-j* 
1 I i; 1 
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